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One of the important pre-processing stages in the analysis of jointed rock masses is the identification of
rock blocks from discontinuities in the field. In 3D, the identification of polyhedral blocks usually involve
tedious housekeeping algorithms, because one needs to establish their vertices, edges and faces, together
with a hierarchical data structure: edges by pairs of vertices, faces by bounding edges, polyhedron by
bounding faces.
In this paper, we present a novel rock slicing method, based on the subdivision approach and linear
programming optimisation, which requires only a single level of data structure rather than the current
2 or 3 levels presented in the literature. This method exploits the novel mathematical framework for con-
tact detection introduced in Boon et al. (2012). In the proposed method, it is not necessary to calculate the
intersections between a discontinuity and the block faces, because information on the block vertices and
edges is not needed. The use of a simpler data structure presents obvious advantages in terms of code
development, robustness and ease of maintenance. Non-persistent joints are also introduced in a novel
way within the framework of linear programming. Advantages and disadvantages of the proposed
modelling of non-persistent joints are discussed in this paper. Concave blocks are generated using
established methods in the sequential subdivision approach, i.e. through fictitious joints.
 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Jointed rock masses are made up from numerous polyhedral
rock blocks, whose faces are cut out by discontinuities in the rock
field. The spatial distribution, size and orientation of these
discontinuities are rarely regular and usually follow probabilistic
distributions. As a result, the size and shape of each block in the
jointed rock mass are different. For the purpose of distinct element
modelling (DEM) or discontinuous deformation analysis (DDA),
one has to invest significant effort to identify polyhedral blocks
from the discontinuities (see Fig. 1), whose orientations are typi-
cally defined using their dip directions and dip angles (see Fig. 2).
Broadly, there exist two approaches in block generation
algorithms. The first approach is based on subdivision, in which
discontinuities are introduced sequentially [47,19,48,53]. Each dis-
continuity is introduced one-at-a-time (see Fig. 3a). If a discontinu-
ity intersects a block, the parent block is subdivided into a pair of
so-called child blocks. This process is repeated until all the discon-
tinuities are introduced. The number of blocks increases as more‘‘slices’’ are introduced, and a data structure of every block is main-
tained throughout the slicing process. The blocks generated
through sequential subdivision are convex because a discontinuity
has to terminate at the face of a neighbouring block. Concave
blocks can, nonetheless, be generated through the use of clustering,
which can be automated [48] or guided by specifying fictitious
construction joints [47]; Fig. 4). Blocks subdivided by a construc-
tion joint are clustered together by imposing a kinematic con-
straint which prevents any relative movement between the two
sides of the joint. Likewise, non-persistent joints, i.e. joints of finite
sizes [14,51], can be modelled through clustering, specifying ficti-
tious construction joints, or subdomains [19]; see Fig. 5). This is
discussed again in further detail in a later paragraph. On the other
hand, in the second approach (‘face-tracing’ based on simplicial
homology theory), discontinuities are introduced all-at-once (see
Fig. 3b). All the vertices and edges in the domain are first calculated
from the intersections between the discontinuities. From these
vertices and edges, there are ways by which the faces and polyhe-
dra in the rock mass can be identified [33,23,28,34]. The necessary
algorithms are, however, rather complex. The advantage of this
approach is that convex and concave blocks are identified in the
same manner. Non-persistent joints and dangling joints (see
Fig. 6), i.e. joints which terminate inside intact rock without
C.W. Boon et al. / Computers and Geotechnics 65 (2015) 12–29 13contributing to block formation [28], are also treated in the same
manner as persistent joints, i.e. joints of infinite size. Depending
on the type of mechanical analysis which is to be performed on
the generated rock mass, these dangling joints may have to be
removed; for instance, they have to be removed if either the dis-
tinct element method [10,24,25] or discontinuous deformation
analysis [42] is used later on for analysis; but they do not need
to be removed if fracturing has to be modelled, for instance
employing the discrete-finite element method [38]. A summary
of the two approaches is shown in Table 1.
This paper is about the sequential subdivision approach. In the
case of a complex 3-D jointed rock mass, the generation of polyhe-
dral blocks requires tedious and algorithmically complex updates
of the data structure which is used to encapsulate the significant
geometrical features of the mass. The number of faces, edges and
vertices of the polyhedra in the jointed rock mass is unknown to
the modeller, and they become known only at the end of the rock
slicing procedure. Therefore, during block generation, the manage-
ment of this triple-level data structure (faces, edges and vertices)
requires careful implementation in a numerical code. Since com-
puting resources, e.g. computing time and memory, is rarely a
major concern in rock slicing algorithms by comparison to the
simulation runtime of the physical problem considered (e.g. under-
ground excavations, stability analysis of rock slopes, etc.), the
choice of code implementation is dictated by factors such as the
time needed for code development, ease of code maintenance,
and robustness. Algorithms based on the subdivision approach
are mainly concerned about the updating of the data structure
every time a block is subdivided. A triple-level and a double-level
hierarchical data structure have been proposed by Warburton [47]
and Heliot [19] respectively for their rock slicing algorithms (see
Fig. 7). In Warburton [47], the flow of the algorithm proceeds as
follows: (i) intersections (new vertices) are identified and old
edges are subdivided, (ii) new edges are identified from the old
faces which cross the joint plane and also from their edges which
cross the joint plane (not every pair of new vertices can form a
new edge), (iii) faces and other data structure for the child blocks
are updated (see Fig. 7a). Most of the algorithms proposed recently
(e.g. [48] make use of the data structure proposed by Heliot [19]. In
Heliot [19], every face of a polyhedron is indexed, and a vertex is
assumed to result from the intersection of three planes (seeRock joints
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Fig. 2. Definition of strike, dip and dip diFig. 7b). Each vertex therefore consists of three indices. An
intersection check is performed for every pair of vertices which
have two indices in common (e.g. between vertex-146 and
vertex-346). New vertices are created from the intersection, and
their indices are identified. Old vertices are allocated to the new
child blocks depending on whether they are on the positive or
negative halfspace. The lists of faces and vertices are rebuilt for
each child blocks.
The level of housekeeping (or bookkeeping) algorithms, which
is required in a block generation computer code, depends on the
choice of data structures. Heliot [19] has, for instance, made book-
keeping more manageable by reducing the original three-level data
structure [47] to a two-level data structure consisting of only ver-
tices and faces (see Fig. 7). In the rock slicing method presented in
this paper, only a single data structure consisting of the block faces
is used. It will be shown that this novel procedure makes block
generation algorithmically simpler and numerically more robust.
Whilst it is necessary to establish whether there is intersection
between a block and a discontinuity, the exact intersections
between the discontinuity and the block faces need not be calcu-
lated in our method. In other words, information on block vertices
and edges are not necessary, so there is no longer the need to
maintain a complex hierarchical data structure, and problems aris-
ing from rounding errors in the case of high vertex density can be
avoided (c.f. [15]). According to the proposed novel mathematical
treatment based on convex optimisation, the block faces of a poly-
hedron are defined by linear inequalities, the equation of a joint
plane is defined by a linear equality constraint, and the geometrical
boundary of a non-persistent joint by linear inequalities. Given a
non-persistent joint and a polyhedron which are potentially inter-
secting, we establish whether there is actual intersection by check-
ing if the optimisation problem defined by the linear equality
constraint for the joint plane, the inequality constraints for the
geometrical boundary of the non-persistent joint, and the inequal-
ity constraints for the polyhedron is feasible (i.e. whether the con-
vex set is not empty). The problem is feasible if there is a point
lying inside the interior region defined by the linear inequalities
and at the same time satisfying the linear equality constraint [8],
and not feasible if otherwise. To ascertain the existence of such a
point, i.e. whether the problem is feasible, a linear program is
run (illustrated in Section 2.3) to find the point with the largesthedron A
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rection according to Hoek et al. [20].
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bility, whilst satisfying the equality constraint. The one-level data
structure, consisting of information on the block faces only, can
be used in a DEM code employing the new contact detection algo-
rithm recently proposed by Boon et al. [3], which also is based on
linear programming and the concept of analytic centre. In that
paper, it is shown that using well-established convex optimisation
procedures [8], intersection between a pair of polyhedra defined in(a)
(b) 
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Fig. 5. Use of subdomains to crterms of their faces only can be established and the contact point
between them can be calculated [3]. Information on polyhedral
vertices and edges are unnecessary, because the contact detection
algorithm requires only knowledge of the linear inequalities defin-
ing the block faces. It is useful also to highlight that the rock slicing
procedure proposed here can be employed in other applications
too, which use more general non-spherical convex solids partially
defined by linear inequalities but with neither vertices nor edges
[21,18,4].
Depending on the type of discontinuous analysis conducted
after block identification, the vertices and edges for each block
may be required, for instance in the case of the contact detection
algorithms employed in the earlier formulations of 3D DEM analy-
ses for polyhedral particles [17,10]. However, note that also in this
case, the algorithmic operations required for rock mass slicing
become simpler because once the subdivision of blocks is com-
pleted and the faces of each block have been identified, the remain-
ing calculations consist solely of finding and assembling the
vertices and edges of each individual block.
Several numerical techniques have been proposed in the litera-
ture to model non-persistent joints in the sequential subdivision
approach. Heliot [19] divided the domain into finite subdomains
so that non-persistent joints are made to terminate against the
boundaries of the introduced subdomains (see Fig. 5). This method
is used, for instance, by the commercial code 3DEC, and it can be
inferred that at least one joint set has to be persistent (cf. [29]).
In another method [52], the subdivision operations are carriedjointed rock massexcavated 
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Fig. 6. Illustration of dangling joints in 2-D, terminating inside intact rock.
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the negave halfspace)
• one end just touches the plane and the other is on the posive halfspace
• one end just touches the plane and the other is on the negave halfspace
• both ends touch the plane (the edge is fully contained in the plane)
Possible outcomes for a face:
• crosses the plane
• just touches the plane on an edge
• just touches the plane on a vertex
General flow of algorithm:
• Idenfy intersecons and update old edges (e.g. BC subdivided into BK 
and KC)
• Introduce new edges (e.g. JK but not JL) by idenfying (i) old faces which 
crosses the plane and (ii) their edges which crosses the plane
• Idenfy faces of child blocks through the above classificaons
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Every face of a polyhedron is indexed. A vertex is formed by intersecons of 
three planes and consists of three indices.  If a pair of verces has two  indices 
in common, they belong to an edge of the polyhedron. 
Gist of algorithm:
• Allocate verces to the posive or negave halfspaces of the new plane
• Calculate intersecons between verces of different half spaces.  An 
intersecon is calculated between a pair of verces if they have two 
indices in common; e.g. an intersecon is calculated between 146 and 
346 but not between 146 and 234.
• Allocate old verces to the child blocks based on which halfspace of the 
new plane they occupy.  The new verces are duplicated and allocated to 
each child block.
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Fig. 7. Rock slicing algorithm derived from (a) three-level [47] and (b) two-level (Heliot [19]) data structures.
C.W. Boon et al. / Computers and Geotechnics 65 (2015) 12–29 15out on a gridded mesh so that all the finite joints are made to ter-
minate against the boundaries of the mesh elements. In Yu et al.
[48], the subdivided blocks at the end of block generation are
checked against the actual extents of the joints: if a pair of blocks
is not completely sliced, they are clustered together. In our algo-
rithm proposed here, non-persistent joints are introduced during
the subdivision stage by introducing additional constraints into
the linear programming optimisation to prevent the subdivision
of blocks which are not intersected by finite joints (see Section
2.3). This technique exploits the fact that a joint always terminates
at some joints introduced earlier in the subdivision procedure.
Hence, it is not necessary to have one or more of the joint sets to
be persistent as required by 3DEC [25] (cf. [29]). The proposed
method is also simpler than the methods used in Yu et al. [48]
and Zhang et al. [52], since we do not need to employ specific algo-
rithms to combine element blocks. This technique for introducing
non-persistent joints gives rise to a rock mass geometry with the
number of generated blocks falling between the first extreme case
in which all the rock joints are persistent and the other extreme
case in which all the dangling joints are removed. This approach
of treating non-persistent joints is comparable to the latest release
of the commercial DEM code, 3DEC [26], i.e. only blocks which
touch the non-persistent joints are subdivided. Although the math-
ematical treatment and the algorithmic implementation details of
the latest 3DEC release are not in the public domain, however, on
the basis of the information available on the current and previous
releases, the algorithms employed are based on conventional data
structures, i.e. vertices and edges.
It is important to distinguish the types of algorithms or subrou-
tines within the sequential subdivision framework. The algorithms
could be categorised into core algorithms, which are associatedwith the management and updating of data structures, and ad-
hoc subroutines, which aim to replicate the jointed rock mass
structure. The core algorithm that manages the update of the rock
data structure during subdivision form the backbone of a block gen-
eration computer program. Core algorithms are mutually exclusive
to each other, i.e. only one type of core algorithm can be used during
subdivision. This implies that only one type of data structure has to
be used during block generation, i.e. either 3 level or 2 level or 1
level. However, at the end of the entire subdivision process, it is
possible to switch to a different data structure (e.g. 3 level or 2
level) by determining the missing data for each block. This task is
easy at this stage, because the blocks have already been identified.
On the other hand, ad-hoc subroutines can be implemented in any
of the core algorithms, and can be used together with other ad-hoc
subroutines in the literature. A summary of the core algorithms and
ad-hoc subroutines is given in Table 2. The contribution of this
paper is on the core algorithm. The implementation of some of
the ad-hoc subroutines is also illustrated in this paper, showing
how they could be adopted for the novel data structure proposed
here. The main mathematical function required in most of the
ad-hoc subroutines is to identify whether a block is touching a
plane, of which the method is established in the core algorithm.
In summary, the main advantages of the proposed algorithm is
that it uses a simpler data structure based on one level only, mak-
ing code implementation and maintenance significantly easier.
This algorithm is also more robust since the new data structure
is less sensitive to rounding errors. Note that after all the subdivi-
sions from all the rock joints are completed, it is possible to convert
the data structure to another one if this is required by the
numerical code employed to carry out the calculations for the
discontinuum analysis (DEM or DDA).
Table 1
Differences between all-at once (‘face-tracing’) and sequential subdivision algorithms for block generation.
Features in generated rock
blocks
All-at-once/‘face-tracing’ Sequential subdivision
Concave blocks Treated in the core tracing algorithm Requires ad-hoc algorithms for clustering,
which can be automated
Non-persistent joints Treated in the core tracing algorithm Requires ad-hoc algorithms which can be
automated
Dangling joints which
terminate inside intact rock
Treated in the core tracing algorithm Requires very prescriptive ad-hoc
algorithms
Bookkeeping and management
of data structures
Complex and requires very careful bookkeeping procedures Complexity decreases with the level of data
structures
Risk of error propagation due
to incompatible data
structures
High. Rounding errors are prone to occur during tracing of vertices, and special
attention has to be invested to avoid incompatible data structures
The simpler the data structure, the more
robust the algorithms are
Suitable applications Can be used in discontinuum analysis, e.g. DEM or DDA. Dangling joints are removed,
before generating blocks
Can be used in discontinuum analysis, e.g.
DEM or DDA. Widely used in 3-DEC [25]
Can be used in coupled numerical codes to model problems involving fracture
propagation and fluid-flow in the fracture network, where dangling joints has to be
modelled explicitly and correctly
Less suitable to model applications where
information of dangling joints are important
Table 2
Core algorithms and ad-hoc subroutines in the sequential subdivision method.
Core algorithms related to bookkeeping and the
management of data structures.
Known ad-hoc subroutines which can be added to any of the core algorithms.
Triple data structure algorithm consisting of vertices,
edges and faces [47]
Concave blocks – clustering/clumping [47]
Double data structure algorithm consisting of
vertices and faces [19]
Non-persistent joints – introducing subdomains, so that non-persistent joints slice through the designated
subdomains only [19]
Single data structure algorithm consisting of faces
(currently proposed)
Non-persistent joints (including dangling joints) – Specifying fictitious joints to demarcate the boundaries of
non-persistent joints [46,31]
Conversion of data structures is possible after all the
blocks are identified
Non-persistent joints – probability of slicing a rock block to model the persistence of a joint set [25]
Non-persistent joints – clustering, or assigning different contact properties, through checking the subdivided
blocks against actual fracture extents [48,16,53,26]
Non-persistent joints – slice only blocks which touch the boundaries of non-persistent joints [52,26]. Joint
extents can be better controlled by introducing a few fictitious joints or a gridded mesh at the beginning
[54,52,26]
Bounding objects to increase efficiency – to establish intersection between non-persistent rock joints and rock
blocks [48,53]
Termination criterion for slicing – to achieve a prescribed fracture intensity in terms of the block edges (2-D
view) [26]
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The proposed method generates convex blocks. Concave blocks
can nevertheless be generated through clustering two or more con-
vex blocks. This is discussed later in this section. In rock mechanics,
the orientation of a joint is described in terms of dip direction, hdir,
and dip angle, hdip of the joint plane (see Fig. 2). However, for ease
of coding, in the implemented algorithm the normal vector of the
joint plane is used. The relationship of the normal vector to the
aforementioned angles is as follows. Define Nplane as the plane nor-
mal vector and d the distance of the plane from the global origin.
Define two auxiliary angles, a:
a ¼ p=2 hdip ð1Þ
and b:
b ¼ hdir þ p for 0 6 hdir < p
b ¼ hdir  p for p 6 hdir < 2p
)
ð2Þ
from which the unit vector Nplane can be calculated as:
Nplane ¼ ðcos b cosa; sinb cosa; sinaÞ ð3Þ
The distance, d, of the plane from the global origin can be calculated
if any point lying in the plane, x0, is known:
d ¼ NTplanex0 ð4ÞThe derivation of this normal vector follows the sign convention
proposed by Priest [40] in which +x points North, +y points East
and +z downwards.
2.1. Defining the polyhedron
Rather than defining a polyhedron using the conventional ver-
tex-edge-face data structure [47], we specify the space occupied
by a convex polyhedron solely using a set of linear inequalities
(also known as half-spaces) forming the faces. For a block consist-
ing of N planes, the space that it occupies can be defined using the
following inequalities (see Fig. 8):
aixþ biyþ ciz 6 di; i ¼ 1; . . . ;N ð5Þ
where (ai, bi, ci) is the normal vector of the ith plane, and di is the
distance of the plane to the (local) origin. For brevity, we use the
vector notation:
aTi x 6 di; i ¼ 1; . . . ;N ð6Þ
where a and x are 3  1 vectors.
2.2. Establishing intersection
In the subdivision approach, one needs to establish whether the
existing blocks are intersected by the new discontinuity. To check
normal vectors defining the 
linear inequalities
interior region satisfying all 
the linear inequalities
Fig. 8. The 2-D polygon defined using a set of six inequalities as shown in Eq. (6). The arrows represent the directions of the normal vectors. The shaded region is the convex
set which satisfies all the inequalities.
C.W. Boon et al. / Computers and Geotechnics 65 (2015) 12–29 17whether there is intersection, we use a standard procedure for
establishing feasibility in the field of convex mathematical
optimisation. The problem is here recast in terms of establishing
whether there is a feasible point which satisfies all the linear
inequality and equality constraints. This can be done by solving
the following linear program:
minimize s
aTi x di 6 s; i ¼ 1; . . . ;N
aTnewx dnew ¼ 0
9>=
>; ð7Þ
where N is the number of planes of the parent block, and the new
discontinuity is introduced as an equality constraint in Eq. (7). If
s < 0, there is intersection and the parent block is subdivided; the
linear inequalities from the parent block are inherited by each child
block and a linear inequality from the new discontinuity is
appended to each child block (see Fig. 9) (with opposite sign for
each child block). For example, let us consider that a parent block
with N planes is subdivided into blocks A and B. Block A will inherit
aTi x 6 di; i = 1, . . .,N faces from its parent and have a new face,
aTnewx 6 dnew, from the new discontinuity; whilst block B will have
the inequalities aTi x 6 di; i = 1, . . .,N and aTnewx 6 dnew. Physical
properties such as, for instance, friction angle and cohesion of the
discontinuity are also stored with the new block face, with the pos-
sibility that each block face possesses different physical properties.
Some of the linear inequalities inherited from the parent
block could be geometrically redundant (dashed lines in Fig. 9).
Geometrically redundant inequalities can be removed without
changing the interior region of the polyhedron. To check whether
a linear inequality constraint cTx 6 d is redundant, we can solve
the following linear program [9]:Direction of 
normal vector
A
Discontinuity
B
Direction of 
normal vector
Discontinuity
Fig. 9. The parent block in Fig. 8 is subdivided into a pair of children blocks (A and
B). Opposite signs of the linear inequality of the new discontinuity is appended.
Dashed lines are geometrically redundant for the shaded block.maximise cTx
aTi x 6 di; i ¼ 1; . . . ;N
)
ð8Þwhere c is one of the normal vectors ai. The linear inequality
constraint is not redundant if |cTx  d| < e, where e is a numerical
tolerance close to zero. The linear program (Eq. (8)) must be per-
formed in turn for each linear inequality defining the block. It is
not necessary to check whether the new discontinuity is redundant
because we know beforehand that it forms a new face with the
subdivided block. To increase efficiency, instead of checking for
geometrically redundant planes after every subdivision procedure,
users can do this at the end of the rock slicing process after all
the blocks have been subdivided by all the rock joints.
By comparison to existing methods in the literature, the data
structure proposed in this method is less sensitive to rounding
errors. For instance, Fig. 10a shows that a joint plane just touching
the vertex of a polyhedron may result in different outcomes due to
rounding errors, i.e. whether or not the joint plane intersects the
rock block. In the current numerical methods based on the subdi-
vision approach, the number of new vertices and edges that are
generated is sensitive to these rounding errors. In severe cases,
these rounding errors originating from the use of a multi-level data
structure and poor tolerance management may cause pitfalls such
as the edges defining a face not to form a single closed loop, as was
highlighted in Elmouttie et al. [15]. Instead, in the proposed
method, the level of precision is related to the value assigned to
the variable s in Eq. (7). If the joint plane is found to intersect
the block, it is appended to the list of faces defining the block
shape, otherwise it is omitted. Either outcome does not give rise
to a significantly different data structure since in our method it
is no longer necessary to calculate edges and vertices, or to main-
tain a compatible hierarchical tree. In fact, if the numerical toler-
ance for s in Eq. (7) is too tight and the optimisation problem is
ill-conditioned such as shown in Fig. 10a, the user is alerted by
the optimisation software with a non-convergence warning, indi-
cating that the new data structure would be extremely close to
the existing data structures. In this case, the new data structure
is not generated. That is to say, a self-defence mechanism is in
place. Since the subdivision approach is sequential, the influence
of rounding errors has a progressively larger impact on the subse-
quent data structures, and therefore the increase in robustness
from using a simpler one level data structure presents an impor-
tant advantage.
Also the proposed algorithm is more robust than conventional
rock slicing algorithms because geometrically redundant faces,
generated by rounding errors, do not cause harm to the calcula-
tions performed in subsequent subdivisions. This is due to the
way a polyhedron is defined in our method (see Eq. (5) and
Fig. 10b). Conversely, in the conventional subdivision approach,
redundant data structure could make the rock slicing code break
(a) 
Actual discontinuity just 
touching the vertex
Existing rock 
block
1st possibility due to rounding error: 
Discontinuity not intersecting the 
polyhedron
2nd possibility due to rounding error: 
Discontinuity intersecting the 
polyhedron
(b) 
normal vector defining the 
linear inequality
shape of polygon, i.e. interior 
region, sasfying the linear 
inequalies 
geometrically redundant 
linear inequality
Fig. 10. Illustrations of increased robustness of data structures and algorithms: (a) the three possible outcomes due to numerical rounding errors are shown; (b)
geometrically redundant planes.
18 C.W. Boon et al. / Computers and Geotechnics 65 (2015) 12–29down since these rock slicing algorithms require a compatible hier-
archical data structure to do their job.
An example of a C++ data structure for the blocks and disconti-
nuities is shown in Fig. 11. The data structure for the discontinu-
ities can be discarded after the rock slicing process is complete
since this information is no longer needed in subsequent computa-
tions which only require data from the block faces (see Fig. 11b). It
is worth to point out that in the case of very densely jointed rock
masses (i.e. thousands of joints), it may be more efficient to use
pointers to link every block face to its original rock joint. In this
case, the physical properties of the joint data could be stored into
the discontinuity data structure only rather than in the block data
structure.
In summary, the proposed algorithm employs a substantially
simpler data structure than the hierarchical data structure used
conventionally, e.g., edges by pair of vertices, faces by bounding
edges, etc. More importantly, tedious housekeeping algorithms
for the updating of the vertex-edge-face data structure in conven-
tional subdivision procedures are no longer needed. The flow of the
algorithmic implementation of our method is illustrated in Fig. 12.
2.3. Taking into account the shape of the discontinuities
The previous analysis assumes that discontinuities are through-
going in the domain of interest, i.e. persistent or infinite in extent.
However, in reality joints are non-persistent, i.e. finite in extent.
Also recent studies in the literature emphasise the three-dimen-
sional nature of rock discontinuities (see Fig. 13), the probabilistic
nature of joint extents, and the probabilistic spatial distribution of
joint centres [50]. Furthermore recent field investigations found
that most discontinuities are either polygonal or elliptical in shape
[51]. Considering now a polygonal discontinuity, its boundaries
must lie in a plane. Hence they can be specified using the following
linear inequalities (see Fig. 14):
ailocalxþ bilocaly 6 dilocal; i ¼ 1; . . . ;M ð9ÞEmploying vector notation, this becomes:
ailocalx 6 dilocal; i ¼ 1; . . . ;M ð10Þ
Eq. (10) is defined in terms of local coordinates written with refer-
ence to an axis origin located at the discontinuity centre with the
normal vector of the discontinuity taken to be the local z-direction.
Note that, in the special case of rectangular-shaped joints, the input
required from the user can be specified in a simpler form consisting
of only the length and width of the joint (see Fig. 14b). In the case of
elliptical joints, the approach proposed here can still be employed
by replacing the elliptical joint with a linear polygonal approxima-
tion (see Fig. 14). The simplest technique would be to use polygons
(see Fig. 14a and b) circumscribing the ellipse. In this case, the
approximation of the joint is on the safe side since a larger joint area
is considered. Alternatively, polygons with areas equivalent to the
elliptical joints could be used but their computation is more
cumbersome.
The inequalities in Eq. (10) have to be transformed into global
coordinates. The rotation matrix has to express the geometrical
transformation needed to rotate the local y-axis in such a way to
make it point along the dip vector (refer to Fig. 2). Therefore, if
the rock joint is elongated, the polygon in Eq. (10) must be defined
in such a way that the local y-axis is oriented along the dip vector
(refer to Fig. 13). To obtain such a rotation matrix, first let us define
the vectors Nstrike and Ndip as:
Nstrike ¼ ðcos hstrike; sin hstrike;0Þ ð11Þ
Ndip ¼ Nplane  Nstrike ð12Þ
after which Ndip is normalised. Recalling that Nplane is the normal to
the joint plane, and hstrike is the strike angle, the rotation matrix,
Qplane, is obtained as:
Q plane ¼
Nstrike x Ndip x Nplane x
Nstrike y Ndip y Nplane y
Nstrike z Ndip z Nplane z
2
64
3
75 ð13Þ
(a)
(b)
Fig. 11. Example of the C++ data structure for (a) discontinuities and (b) blocks used in the algorithm. Geometrical and physical properties of the block faces are stored in
arrays.
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to the transformed axes for M polygonal boundaries are
therefore:ajbound ¼ Q planeajlocal; j ¼ 1; . . . ;M ð14Þ
djbound ¼ aTjboundx0 þ djlocal; j ¼ 1; . . . ;M ð15Þ
Introduce new discontinuity
Block no. 1=i
Establish intersection between discontinuity and 
parent block using bounding spheres and linear 
programming (Eq. (16))
NoYes
Subdivide
Parent block is replaced with two children blocks A 
and B consisting of the same plane
New plane with normal n) is added to child block A
New plane with normal n)− is added to child block B
Any more discontinuity?
No Yes
Loop over block Ni ,,1K= and remove geometrically redundant 
planes
Check whether each plane is geometrically redundant using Eq. (8) .  
Parent block = block i
Any more blocks? Ni <
1+= ii
YesNo
Fig. 12. Flow chart of the algorithmic implementation of the proposed rock slicing method (optimisation of efficiency is discussed later in Section 2.5).
dip, Ndip
strike, 
Nstrike
polygonal shape 
of discontinuity
discontinuity 
centre, x0
x
y
z
global reference frame
plane normal, Nplane
local reference frame
xlocal
ylocal
zlocal
Fig. 13. In 3D, the discontinuity plane is bounded by lines forming a polygon.
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(a)
a1x+b1y < d1
a2x+b2y < d2
a3x+b3y < d3
a4x+b4y < d4
a5x+b5y < d5
a6x+b6y < d6
x
y (pointing in the dip 
direction)
(b)
-x <0.5l1
x
y (pointing in the 
dip direction)
l1
l2
x <0.5l1
-y <0.5l2
y <0.5l2
Fig. 14. Examples of how the extent of a rock joint can be delimited using linear inequalities. An ellipse can be approximated as a polygon consisting of N-lines, for instance as
(a) a hexagon or (b) a rectangle.
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discontinuities inside any intact block develop fully so that the
block is completely sliced (Fig. 15), or in other words, no polygonal
discontinuity can terminate inside an intact block but it always ter-
minates at another discontinuity. In order to account for the shape
of the discontinuities when establishing intersection, the linear
program of Eq. (7) becomes:
minimise s
aTi x di 6 s; i ¼ 1; . . . ;N
aTnewx dnew ¼ 0
aTjboundx djbound 6 s; j ¼ 1; . . . ;M
9>>=
>>;
ð16Þ
where aTjboundx djbound defines the boundaries of the new disconti-
nuity aTnewx dnew. If s < 0, there is intersection and the parent block
is subdivided. With regard to the extent of the generated disconti-
nuities, note that at the beginning of the slicing procedure, the first
joint must slice through the first block, which is the entire domain.
As more blocks are subdivided, the extent of the new joints progres-
sively reduces. To avoid generating cuts deeper than necessary, dis-
continuities with larger extents have to be introduced before
introducing discontinuities with smaller extents. This is discussed
further in the next section.
2.4. Implementation of the method into a numerical code for
discontinuum analysis
At the end of the rock slicing procedure, each block is defined
solely by its faces. Thereafter, one may need to work out the verti-
ces and edges defining the polyhedral blocks, depending on the
type of numerical simulation to be performed, e.g. DEM, DDA or
Finite Element Method (FEM) with interface elements. Tradition-
ally, the vertices have to be calculated in order to work out the vol-
ume of the blocks and their bounding boxes which are required by
the algorithms sorting out the neighbouring pairs of blocks in DEM
and DDA codes. Additionally, the contact detection algorithm of a
discontinuum analysis may require information concerning the
block vertices and edges, as well as their adjacency relations, i.e.
edges by pairs of vertices, faces by bounding edges, polyhedra by
bounding faces. If this is the case, after the faces of the blocks have
been identified using the method proposed here, vertices and
edges can be determined using existing methods in the literature,
e.g. the method by Ikegawa and Hudson [23].However, a contact detection algorithm between polyhedral
blocks, which does not require information about their vertices
and edges, has recently been proposed by Boon et al. [3] for DEM
analyses. Between a pair of blocks potentially in contact, i.e. two
blocks whose bounding boxes overlap, it has been shown that
there are well-established convex optimisation procedures [8]
which one can use to check whether they intersect and to calculate
the contact point between them. The calculation only requires
information on the linear equalities defining the block faces. If this
contact detection algorithm is employed in a discontinuum
analysis, the same data structure, i.e. in terms of block faces,
calculated using the rock slicing method proposed here can be
used as input.
A comprehensive literature review on contact detection algo-
rithms for DEM analyses for polygonal and polyhedral objects
can be found in Boon [7]. The contact detection algorithm proposed
by Boon et al. [3] is based on a centreing algorithm that determines
the contact point between two polyhedral blocks in contact (i.e.
with a small overlapping region) as the analytic centre of the linear
inequalities defining the contacting blocks. The analytic centre is
found employing standard convex optimisation techniques. The
advantage of this algorithm in comparison with traditional contact
detection algorithms for polyhedral blocks in the literature (e.g.
[10,16,37]) are threefold: (i) the algorithm does not need to iden-
tify the different types of interaction between contacting polyhe-
dra, i.e. face–face, face–edge, face–vertex, edge–edge, edge–
vertex, or vertex–vertex, so that a simpler data structure only con-
taining information on block faces can be used; (ii) a smooth tran-
sition between different contact types, for instance from edge–
edge to vertex–edge, is ensured (on the contrary for traditional
contact detection algorithms based on the distinction of contact
types, physically unjustified ‘‘jumps’’ of the contact point may
occur when the contact type changes); (iii) ambiguity in the calcu-
lation of the contact point for complex contact types such as edge–
edge in 3-D [10] is eliminated. Several validation examples have
been reported in Boon et al. [3], where the novel contact detection
algorithm is used for problems involving various contact scenarios
between polyhedral blocks. Also the algorithm has been used to
analyse the stability of tunnelling excavations performed in jointed
rock masses with 3 independent sets of non-persistent joints [5]
and to model the 1963 Vajont rock slide [6]. Finally, with regard
to the position and direction of the resulting contact forces, in
the case of a jointed Voussoir beam [7], this contact detection
(a) (b) 
finite rock joint
rock block
finite rock joint
extension of 
rock joint
rock block
Fig. 15. 2-D illustration of (a) actual rock joint extent (b) rock joint as modelled in the proposed method (the fracture is fully extended).
Fig. 16. Sequence of fracturing identified by Hudson in a limestone rock mass
featured by 4 joint sets (image after Hudson [22]).
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with finite difference method analyses of Tsesarsky and Talesnick
[43].
2.5. Joint generation sequence
For algorithms based on sequential subdivision, unless the joint
extents are assumed to be infinite during the procedure of subdivi-
sion, the sequence employed to introduce non-persistent joints in
general affects the generated pattern of joints and blocks. The
extents of most rock joint sets are characterised by either a log-
normal or an exponential statistical distribution [2,49], therefore
joint extents vary from small to very large. To avoid creating ‘slices’
which are too large compared to the assigned joint extents, joints
with larger extents should be introduced first. Because the first
few slices inevitably have to span through the entire domain, they
could be assigned as fictitious joints possessing the mechanical
strength of the intact rock. Similar approaches in controlling the
joint extents have also been adopted in 3DEC [26], i.e. a distribu-
tion of fictitious joints is generated before generating the actual
joints with joints of larger extents being created first. In the subse-
quent paragraphs, we discuss further the influence of the sequence
employed to generate the joints. The practice of introducing joints
with larger extents first is to mimic the mechanical genesis of rock
joints as close as possible from a geometrical standpoint, when
limited knowledge on the past geological stress history of the rock
mass is available. Reasons for which new joints tend to terminate
at existing joints are explained in Mandl [35].
In order to generate random joint patterns, such as the ones
found in homogeneous rock masses where the formation of discon-
tinuities is not dominated by lithological or structural variability
[41], fractures should be introduced in a sequence mimicking ran-
dom generation. To this end, joints belonging to different sets
could be introduced in alternating succession so that the formation
of long parallel blocks, i.e. pancake shaped blocks, is avoided. In
this case, each slicing sequence can be viewed as reproducing a
particular geometry extracted from the prescribed probability dis-
tribution characterising the joint pattern of the analysed rock
mass. It is worth to note that this approach of accounting for
non-persistent joints will result in a block assembly with the
number of generated blocks falling between two extreme cases:
the first case where all the rock joints are persistent and the other
case in which all the dangling joints are removed. If the user
desires to check the generated blocks against the actual patchwork
of discontinuities and perform clustering as illustrated by Yu et al.
[48], it will be necessary to work out the vertices at the end of the
proposed procedure. The vertices are normally calculated to
estimate the volumes of the blocks, after which clustering can be
carried out.
If the joint pattern is fairly regular, such as the pattern found in
bedded sedimentary rocks [39,41], it is important that fractures areintroduced according to a sequence which is consistent with their
mechanical genesis. For instance, large bedding planes are usually
formed in the rock mass before cross-joints develop. The fracture
sequence in a limestone rock mass identified by Hudson [22],
based on the way the fractures terminate, is shown in Fig. 16. In
the figure, the numbers refer to the order of chronological
formation of the joint sets. In this regard, note that the philosophy
of our method for block generation is consistent with the
more recent development of hierarchical fracture system models
which distinguish between primary and secondary fractures
(e.g. [32,27]. In Section 3.1, it will be illustrated how the proposed
rock slicing (or block generation) method is capable of reproducing
joint patterns in a manner consistent with their mechanical
genesis.
2.6. Bounding spheres and conditioning of sizes
In the previous sections, the discussion has been limited to the
essential features of the novel mathematical treatment of rock slic-
ing via linear programming. Some non essential features of the
method will now be discussed. In the previous sections, every rock
joint has to be checked against every other polyhedron for inter-
section, i.e., to establish whether a polyhedron should be subdi-
vided. When the number of rock joints is large and the joint
extents are small relative to the size of the domain, this can be
inefficient. Due to the inherent sequential nature of the methods
based on subdivision, as the number of subdivided polyhedra
increases, there are progressively more polyhedra against which
the rock joint has to be checked for intersection. Adopting a
procedure typical of contact detection algorithms in the DEM, it
is convenient to associate each polyhedron or rock joint to a sim-
pler shape (such as a sphere) completely enclosing the block or
joint, so that a faster check can be executed to decide whether it
is necessary to run more complex intersection tests. Yu et al. [48]
(a)
bounding
circle
rock
block
R1
non-persistent 
rock joint
bounding
circle
R2
O2
O1
(b) 
bounding 
circle
rock block
R1
persistent rock 
joint
shortest distance 
between centroid of 
bounding circle to 
rock joint
O1
Fig. 18. Use of bounding spheres to check for potential intersection for (a) non-
persistent rock joints (Overlap = R1 + R2)  ||O1  O2|| and (b) persistent rock joints.
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Here, we employ bounding spheres instead.
To work out the radius and centre of the sphere bounding a
polyhedron, it is necessary to know the extents of the polyhedron.
The extents of a polyhedron can be calculated by running a linear
program (Eq. (17)) along each principal axis ei in the positive and
negative directions, i.e. x, x, y, y, z, z in 3-D or x, x, y, y in
2-D.
maximise eTi x
aTj x 6 dj; j ¼ 1; . . . ;N
)
ð17Þ
where ei is the unit vector directed along the principal axis of inter-
est. Having done this, we will get a pair of coordinates xp = (xp, yp,
zp) and xn = (xn, yn, zn) which are the most positive and negative x,
y, z coordinates respectively on the particle boundaries (see
Fig. 17a for a 2-D illustration). The radius of the bounding sphere
can be calculated as R ¼ 0:5kxp  xnk. The centre of the bounding
sphere can be taken as the average of the extents, i.e. 0.5  (xp + xn,
yp + yn, zp + zn). On the other hand, the bounding sphere for a rock
joint can be approximated easily from its extents. Before running
the actual intersection test between a rock joint and a polyhedron,
it is more efficient to first check whether their bounding spheres
overlap (see Fig. 18a for a 2-D illustration). In fact, if their bounding
spheres do not overlap, it is not necessary to run the more expen-
sive linear program of Eq. (16). For a joint of infinite extent, one
can check whether the distance of the centroid of the bounding
sphere to the joint plane is less than the radius of the bounding
sphere, before running the actual intersection test (see Fig. 18b).
Especially when rock joints are generated according to probabi-
listic distributions, it is desirable to control the size of the polyhe-
dra. For instance, the maximum extent of the time step in a DEM
simulation is restricted by the size of the smallest polyhedron in
the simulation. Removing small polyhedra from the domain after
they have been generated, will create voids in the model; so if this
approach is adopted, the tolerance has to be very small to avoid
creating excessively large voids. An alternative approach is to
ensure, throughout the slicing procedure, that the size of the sub-
divided child blocks is above an assigned tolerance. In this
approach, when the size of one of the child block is found to be
below the prescribed tolerance, the data structure of the parent
block is restored so that the block is not subdivided.
In principle, it is possible to estimate the size of the blocks from
the radius of their bounding spheres (Fig. 17a). However, this
would not be a robust method since slices which subdivide a
parent block into either needle or pancake shaped child blocks
can satisfy the tolerance more easily, which in turn would
lead to a model consisting of numerous highly elongated blocks.(a) 
bounding
circle
y=ynegative
y=ypositive
x=xnegative
x=xpositive
rock
block
x
y
R
Fig. 17. Illustration of bounding and inscribed circles in 2-D. (a) Approximating the boun
bounding to inscribed circle.A better way to approximate the size of a block is by employing
its largest inscribable sphere. There are several ways to work out
the radius of a sphere inscribable in a convex polyhedron, one of
which is to solve:
minimise t
aTi x di 6 t; i ¼ 1; . . . ;N

ð18Þ(b) 
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ding circle. (b) Checking for pancake or needle-shaped blocks based on the ratio of
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in a polyhedron and x being the solution of the optimisation prob-
lem expressed by Eq. (18), i.e. being the Chebyshev centre of the
polyhedron [8]. Geometrically, the Chebyshev centre represents
the centre of the largest sphere inscribable in the polyhedron.
In some cases, it is also of interest to control the maximum
aspect ratio of the polyhedra in the simulations, e.g. in order to
reduce the occurrence of ‘‘outliers’’ with elongated shapes near
an excavation. Therefore, to achieve a better ‘‘conditioned’’ blocky
rock mass, it is worthwhile to examine the aspect ratio of a subdi-
vided block during the slicing process. The aspect ratio of a block
can be approximated as the ratio of the radii of the bounding
sphere to the inscribed one (see Fig. 17b). A large ratio suggests
that the block is either pancake or needle shaped. The sizes and
aspect ratios of the child blocks after potential subdivision can be
checked against their respective tolerances, before operating
the subdivision. If one of the tolerances is not satisfied, although
the data structures for the child blocks have been calculated, the
original data structure of the parent block is restored.Fig. 19. Blocks generated based on the sequence of fracturing shown in Fig. 16: (a) joint s
and (d) joint set ‘4’ (the opacity of the illustrations is reduced for clarity), (e) generated bl
example was kept small for the sake of clarity of the illustrations.3. Validation
Some examples are provided here for validation purposes. The
proposed rock slicing method was coded into a series of routines
in C++, provided in Supplementary material. For visualisation pur-
poses, the open-source DEM code YADE [30] was employed to plot
the obtained rock joint patterns. The linear programs were solved
using the simplex algorithm of the linear programming software
IBM ILOG CPLEX [11] accessed via a C++ interface. CPLEX is freely
available to academics through the IBM academic initiative
program. We chose the simplex algorithm over the log-barrier
algorithm since it proved to be more robust.
3.1. Slicing sequence based on the mechanical genesis of fractures
The development of fracture system models based on fracture
mechanical genesis is foreseen to be an important research topic
in rock mechanics (Hudson [22]). Although the generation of the
discrete fracture network (DFN) is beyond the scope of this paper,et ‘1’ is first introduced, (b) then joint set ‘2’ is introduced, followed by (c) joint set ‘3’
ocks (fully opaque illustration compare with Fig. 16). The number of fractures in this
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tures is known, fractures could be introduced in the proposed rock
slicing (or block generation) algorithm based on the actual
sequence of fracturing (Section 2.5). In a large number of cases,
the fracture sequence can be inferred by visual inspection based
on the way in which the fractures terminate, as illustrated in
Hudson [22] (see Fig. 16).
The rock mass intersected by four joint sets of Fig. 16 is used
here to demonstrate that the proposed method is capable of gener-
ating fractures according to a sequence consistent with their
mechanical genesis. In the algorithm, we introduced first all the
fractures from joint set ‘1’ (Fig. 16). Then, we introduced all the
fractures from joint set ‘2’ (Fig. 16), so that they terminate against
the fractures from joint set ‘1’. In the same manner, we introduced
all the fractures from joint set ‘3’ (Fig. 16), followed by the fractures
from joint set ‘4’ (Fig. 16). The blocks generated according to this
slicing sequence are shown in Fig. 19a–d. The plan view of the gen-
erated block assembly is shown in Fig. 19e. Comparing Fig. 19e
with Fig. 16, it emerges that the final patchwork of the generated
joints agrees very well with the observed rock patchwork. Further,
note that in this example non-persistent fractures were generated
via the sequential subdivision of blocks in an automated manner.Fig. 20. Computation time versus number of generated blocks for (a) persistent
joints, (b) non-persistent joints.
Fig. 21. Generated block assembly (2495 blocks) with three near-orthogonal joint
sets (non-persistent joints).3.2. Algorithm scaling
The scaling of the implemented algorithm with the number of
generated blocks was investigated for a 3D configuration. The
input is shown in Table 3. The number of generated blocks
increases with the volume density of the rock joint centres. Non-
persistent joints were generated based on a log-normal distribu-
tion. The additional efficiency derived from using bounding
spheres was also investigated for both persistent and non-persis-
tent joints. Fig. 20a shows the times required for block generation
for the case that all the three joint sets are persistent. The calcula-
tion was carried out on a standard desktop PC using one core of a
Core-2-Duo CPU (3.1 GHz). It turned out that the computation time
for block generation scales linearly with the number of generated
blocks. The efficiency derived from using bounding spheres is not
very significant; however, the computational saving becomes more
significant as the number of blocks increases.
Fig. 20b shows the times required for block generation for the
case that all the three joint sets are non-persistent. Without
bounding spheres (crosses in Fig. 20b), the computation time
increases with the number of generated blocks in a non-linear
manner. With bounding spheres (dots in Fig. 20b), the computation
time was found to increase approximately linearly with the num-
ber of blocks. The efficiency derived from using bounding spheres
is very significant; for more than 20,000 blocks, the computation
time for block generation is reduced more than 10 times. One of
the joint patterns generated (number of blocks = 2495) is shown
in Fig. 21. In this example, fractures from each joint set areTable 3
Input for algorithm scaling test.
Parameter Input
Dimension of box sample 100 m  100 m  100 m
Orientation of joint set A Dip direction = 122, dip angle = 8
Orientation of joint set B Dip direction = 112, dip angle = 80
Orientation of joint set C Dip direction = 9, dip angle = 85
Distribution of joint centres Poisson’s process
Joint extents (persistent case) 1000 m  1000 m for all three joint sets
Joint extents (non-persistent
case)
Square shape, lognormal distribution
(mean = 5 m, standard deviation = 1 m)
for all three joint sets
Minimum size (diameter of
inscribed sphere)
0.4 m
Maximum aspect ratio 8000introduced in an alternating manner, i.e. fracture from joint set A
– fracture from joint set B – fracture from joint set C – fracture
from joint set A and so on in a repeating sequence. This procedure
is more appropriate for generating rock masses with random frac-
ture patterns (Fig. 21), for instance fractures in granite rock masses.
3.3. Generated block assembly and discussion of suitable applications
In this verification example, the 2D joint pattern assigned as
input into UDEC by Kim et al. [29] (see Fig. 22a) was generated
using our proposed rock slicing method for comparison purposes.
In Fig. 22b, the blocks generated by the DEM software UDEC are
plotted: it can be observed that dangling joints were removed since
in UDEC rock joints have to either form a block face (so contribut-
ing to block formation) or be removed completely [10]. The same
block assembly was generated anew via the proposed rock slicing
(a) (b)
10
 m
10 m
 ~0.4 m
Fig. 22. Two dimensional joint pattern (a) input (b) model generated by UDEC (after Fig. 8 in Kim et al. [29]).
Fig. 23. Joint patterns generated using the proposed rock slicing algorithm, (a) fully-persistent extents, (b) non-persistent extents, (c) non-persistent extents enforcing a
minimum block size of 0.4 m (largest diameter of inscribed circle).
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determined and given as a deterministic input for the proposed
rock slicing algorithm. Fig. 23a shows the generated blocks having
assumed joints of infinite extent; Fig. 23b shows the generated
blocks with non-persistent joints; Fig. 23c shows the generated
blocks having enforced a minimum block size of 0.4 m, estimated
from visual observation of Fig. 22a, throughout the slicing proce-
dure. Note that suitably conditioning the size of the smallest blocks
in the assembly may significantly reduce the simulation runtime of
a DEM analysis since the critical timestep in the simulation is afunction of the smallest block size. This method is neater than scal-
ing the mass of smaller blocks. In fact non-uniform mass scaling
may result in generating heavy small masses in the system, that
in turn may lead to unrealistic behaviour if they are subject to little
confinement such as in the case of excavation openings.
Regarding the modelling of excavations in jointed rock masses,
to-date in the literature, block assemblies are generated based on
discrete fracture networks [12] determined before the excavation
is carried out. The engineer should be cautious against the degree
of fracture propagation which is expected to take place during the
(a)  
(b)
(c)
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excavaon zone 3excavaon zone 1 excavaon zone 2
boundary 
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block 2
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Fig. 24. Rock slope (2-D section) generated from the new rock slicing method. (a) Construction joints were introduced to ‘‘outline’’ the free-surface of the rock slope. (b)
Blocks whose centres are outside this ‘‘outline’’ were removed. Discontinuities in the model are persistent, i.e., through-going. Blocks subdivided by construction joints are
clumped together. (c) Example of use of non-persistent joints.
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Fig. 23a is well-known to be overly conservative for stability con-
siderations since the number of generated blocks is significantly
larger than the actual case (Fig. 22a). So, if a block generation code
only able to generate persistent joints is employed, a different
measure of joint intensity should be used [13]. Conversely, the
removal of dangling joints (Fig. 22b) increases the rock mass
strength since there are fewer fractures than the actual case
(Fig. 22a). This may lead to an unsafe estimate of the stability of
the excavation walls. However, if the intact rock is hard and dan-
gling joints are unlikely to propagate, this could be a realistic esti-
mate (cf. [29]). The number of blocks generated using the proposed
rock slicing algorithm (Fig. 23c) falls between the two extreme
cases (Figs. 22b and 23a). Amongst the different options available
for generating the rock mass, the engineer has to decide whether
a generated block assembly is representative of the jointed rock
mass for his stability analysis by in-situ monitoring as the excava-
tion is carried out, and from his experience.
3.4. Illustration of construction joints, concave blocks and non-
persistent joints
The DEM is increasingly used to investigate the onset of slope
instabilities (e.g. [44,45]). The Vajont rock slope whose instability
led to a famous catastrophic slide in 1963 [1,36] was selected asexample. Fig. 24 shows the blocks generated using our proposed
rock slicing method in a 2D section of the slope which underwent
failure. Some of the key elements when generating a jointed rock
mass are highlighted in Fig. 24a–c. First, two ‘boundary’ joints
defining the slide surface were introduced (see Fig. 24a). During
the slicing calculation, the resulting child block which was located
in the lower halfspace of the ‘boundary’ joint was automatically
identified as a boundary block, so that it would not be subdivided
by subsequent slices. Then, rock joints defining the rock mass were
introduced. After the rock joints had been introduced, construction
joints (dashed red lines in Fig. 24a) were introduced to outline the
free surface of the slope (see Fig. 24b), so that the blocks lying out-
side the slope profile may be removed. Blocks subdivided by con-
struction joints were clustered (automatically) together by the
imposition of a kinematic constraint preventing any relative move-
ment between the two sides of the joints (see Fig. 24b to avoid cre-
ating artificial planes of weakness which may unduly affect the
mechanical response of the jointed rock mass. The excavation area
outside the slope profile was divided into three separate excava-
tion zones (see Fig. 24a). All blocks falling within the specified
excavation zones were then removed, as shown in Fig. 24b. Blocks
located close to convex-shaped excavation openings or slope
profiles are likely to be concave, and can be modelled based on
this approach (Fig. 24b). In some circumstances, it is desirable to
control the extents of non-persistent joints to capture certain
28 C.W. Boon et al. / Computers and Geotechnics 65 (2015) 12–29geometrical characteristics of the jointed rock mass (compare
between Fig. 24b and Fig. 24c). In this example, it is desired to
model bedding planes which are chair shaped and change abruptly
at the ‘seat’ of the chair.
It is worthy to note that in the proposed method the increase in
complexity is minimal when 3-D problems are considered rather
than 2-D ones. In fact, the bookkeeping of data structures consists
solely of the faces belonging to a polyhedron in 3-D, or the lines
belonging to a polygon in 2-D. This is in contrast with the existing
methods in the literature where the upgrade from 2-D to 3-D
requires additional thorough code development [47,19,48].
4. Conclusions
In this paper, a novel rock slicing method which makes use of a
single level data structure, consisting of only block faces, is intro-
duced. As a consequence, the managing and updating of the block
data structure for sequential subdivision becomes significantly
more tractable. The main steps of the proposed method can be
summarised as follows: (i) check whether there is intersection
between a non-persistent joint plane and a block; (ii) if there is
intersection, append the joint plane to each of the subdivided child
block; (iii) at the end of the rock slicing process, identify and
remove the geometrically redundant planes which do not form a
block face. Unlike current methods in the literature, the updating
of vertices and edges as a block is subdivided is no longer neces-
sary. The use of a simpler data structure presents obvious advanta-
ges in terms of code development, ease of maintenance, and
robustness (the updating of data structure being far less sensitive
to rounding errors, which are not amplified with the sequential
progression of the slicing). Another distinctive advantage of the
proposed method is the fact that the increased complexity of a
3-D analysis by comparison to a 2-D one is minimal.
The rock slicing methodology here presented based on a single
level data structure makes use of the mathematical theory of linear
programming. The identification of blocks was cast as a set of lin-
ear programming optimisation problems which can be solved effi-
ciently using standard software for linear programming, such as
CPLEX [11]. Non-persistency of joints was accounted via adding
constraints into the linear program.
Because the computation time for block identification is mini-
mal compared to the simulation runtime of the physical problems
using DEM or DDA (e.g. underground excavations or stability anal-
ysis of rock slopes), robustness in terms of code implementation is
more important. In the algorithm proposed in this paper, problems
related to incompatible hierarchical data structures, i.e. vertices,
edges or faces not joining correctly, are eliminated. Nevertheless,
we have shown that the rock slicing algorithm scales linearly with
the number of generated blocks, when used together with bound-
ing spheres. This feature is highly desirable for the algorithm to be
computationally efficient also in the case of problems involving a
large number of blocks.
The new rock slicing method has been coded into a series of C++
routines (see Supplementary material) and was applied to generate
block assemblies in both 2-D and 3-D domains. Also DEM analyses
of complex jointed rock masses can be carried out without relying
on vertices and edges of the polyhedral blocks in the rock masses
for a variety of problems [5,6] when the contact detection algo-
rithm proposed by Boon et al. [3] is employed.
Appendix A. Supplementary material
Supplementary data associated with this article can be found, in
the online version, at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.compgeo.2014.
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